At St Gabriel’s Primary School children will be involved in a range of activities that may be used for a variety of display and promotional purposes. These activities might include regular classroom tasks and projects or special school events such as sporting events, camps and excursions.

The work that children and staff produce whilst engaged in school life includes printed material, art works, photographs, videos, DVDs and audio recordings.

Most often this material is used for internal, that is school based, use and viewing. From time to time there are opportunities for more general and wider viewing audiences to be sought, providing an authentic audience for student learning. These may include the school newsletter, student newspaper, television or print media and the internet. Should any usage fall outside this list, you will be contacted personally and permission sought.

In using student work and images in external media we will ensure that students will be identified by first name only.

To support staff in their work we require all parents to complete the authorisation from below. If you have any further questions please contact your child’s teacher.

I _________________________ (parent/guardian/carer’s full name) being the parent or lawful Guardian of________________________________________ (child’s full name), do hereby

☐ Authorise
☐ Not authorise

photographic permission of my child.

Signed: _________________________ Parent/guardian/carer  Date: ____________

day/month/year